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The Tanarata Philosophy

School Culture

Engaged. Prepared. Inspired.
That’s the kind of individuals that Tanarata International
Schools build. It is a journey where young minds and
hearts are allowed to explore, experience, and learn in
the process to give shape to their future.

Administrators, advisors and teachers
are of the highest caliber at TiS...and
most importantly their devotion to each
child’s progress and enhancement.

Welcome to Tanarata International Schools, where you will see your child’s persona carefully moulded and

The Tanarata Philosophy

developed to bring about the best in them.

TiS is where children become knowledge empowered

Within our school community, we resist governing by

self-confident individuals. Not only are they “well

mandate or intimidation. Instead, we strive to lead by

grounded” and morally strong, and capable of personal

example, inspiration and encouragement. And we stress

achievement, they are also active contributors to the

development of the whole student – in mind, body and

community at large. The school’s name is derived from the

spirit – as a way of shaping young men and women of

Malay words “tanah rata” (or flat land) - and symbolizes

ambition, responsibility and personal conviction.

A school that encourages discovering rather than demonstrating, and commitment rather than commandment,
Tanarata International Schools (TiS) is set up to create a schooling community meaningful and relevant to you
and your child.
Where each child is allowed to dream, and cultivated to say, “I Will” instead of “You Shall”, where every child is like
a free bird learning to fly, where every child reflects our school culture of vision, hard work and dedication. The result
is a learning partnership in which students feel a sense of ownership, and more importantly, become members of
society instilled with moral self-reliance.
Allow us to share a little more about why we’re so excited about our school.
Imagine your child…
• Being a lifelong knowledge think tank instead of just an academic success.
• Getting inspired and nurtured towards athletics, creative arts, music and dance as per their
aptitude and talent.
• Experiencing the rewarding opportunity of physical-self development through sports with
swimming, football, tennis, etc.
• Developing competence and confidence of “Self” - equipped to lead, compete, and support others.
• Cultivating meaningful uncontaminated values, strength of character, 360 degree
understanding, and positive self-behavior.
• Striving towards inspiration-driven learning that fits your child’s needs, abilities, growth, and pace.
• Accumulating endless memories from enjoyable experiences of learning, friendships, and fun
- long after school days are over.

the provision of a ‘blank and level playing field’ on which
At TiS, we expand our student’s (Tanaratians) horizons

the future of many students of the school will be written.

with an array of social and educational experiences. We
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provide superior opportunities to grow not only through

community thrives upon respect for truth and

an exceptional academic curriculum, but also through a

open exchange. It favours methods of

broad range of extra-curricular activities. At every turn,

School

also

understands

that

such

and

we challenge our students to explore, to perform and to

excitement of learning, discovery

establish unique individual identities in preparation for

and enquiry, and which develop

advanced education, careers, family and community life.

teaching

which

foster

the

joy

-

And we do all this in a supportive environment that is

intellectual,

aesthetic,

framed by and infused with an abiding appreciation for

emotional,

behavioural

the

child’s

faculties

society, our nature and the environment.

morals, and physical.
School Culture - Inspiring
At TiS, we have a clear mission

Ours is an educational community in which students,

and an assured way of fulfilling

guided by their instructors, identify and commit to

it that makes us capable of

meeting

undertaking

achievement.

responsibility

the
of

entrusted
your

individual

goals

for

behaviour

and

child’s

education and development. As

Teachers, administrators and staff at TiS all seek to

our purpose calls us to higher

create mutually rewarding relationships with students

standards

foremost

and to help them accomplish their goals in all facets of

with

accountability to your child, it

personal development. Students have a voice in

means we ask more of faculty,

charting

staff and students than many other

community. Working and playing within a progressive,

leading schools. We ask more of

empowering and pluralistic environment, they set high

students’ families as well. As we

their

own

courses

and

shaping

their

standards and are accountable for meeting them.

are a partnership for learning
and development, we request
the utmost of everyone.

w w w. t a n a r a t a . n e t

Classes are purposely small. Every child gets the
attention he or she needs or requires. Teachers make the

w w w. t a n a r a t a . n e t

Superior
Academics
Working and playing within a
progressive, empowering and
pluralistic environment, they set
high standards and are accountable

time to know each student’s strengths, weaknesses,

strategies in motivating students by illustrating the rewards

desires, and issues. They instruct, evaluate, counsel and

and value-satisfactions that are relevant to your child.

design personalized solutions for your child in exploring
educational arenas, developing skills, and overcoming

Students learn from each other and from being engaged

challenges.

by stellar teachers. Students learn best when they are
doing.

At

TiS,

students

caliber at TiS. Our teachers are selectively recruited with

classroom.

great care and scrutiny based on their academic

project-based learning, in which students acquire

excellence, teaching histories, commitment to high

knowledge

ethical standards, and most importantly their devotion to

challenging long-term tasks. When children love their

each

education they become life-long learners.

progress

and

enhancement.

They

Growth
and

often

master

and

writers

takes

place

scientists,

mathematicians,

child’s

historians,

become

Administrators, advisors and teachers are of the highest

skills,

applying

in

the

through
both

to

understand that every student is unique, and they
continuously strive to grow each one in accordance with

From literature to science, history to technology, every

his or her gifts and talents – engaging, enriching and

course is designed not only to impart important

inspiring them all to realize their full potential.

knowledge, but also to strengthen critical reading,
writing and thinking skills. Due to the tremendously

TiS encourages ongoing family involvement as an

effective value of experiential learning, field trips and

integral dimension of the schooling experience. Doors

participative experiences are incorporated as a regular,

to teachers and staff are open at all times to interested

integral part of a Tanaratian education.

parents. To further enhance family-school engagement
and communication, we make course requirements,

At TiS, heavy emphasis is placed on a student’s ability

general

and

to write, read and interpret critically. But we’re also

administrators’ e-mail addresses and a host of other

committed to thinking outside the box. We rely on

information available online -> www.tanarata.net

experiential learning outside the classroom, and

student

progress

reports,

faculty

through an advisory program, also teach thinking and
Superior Academics - Preparing

test-taking skills. In addition, we provide students with

Our teachers take an effective results-yielding approach

several hours a week of a typical course offerings, such

to course instruction. The school follows the British

as, leadership and team adventures, music appreciation

National Curriculum leading up to the GCE O & A Level

and career internships.

certificate examinations.
Arts at TiS offers children the opportunity for individual
TiS

promotes

comprehensive

academic
program

excellence
that

is

through

a

expression and teach students to think critically. Pattern

developmentally

extraction, making judgments in the absence of rules

appropriate and supportive of student growth. The

and other abilities essential to higher brain function in

learning approach is tuned to fit your child’s needs,

logic, math, and problem solving are supported by a full

abilities, pace,
useuse
creative
pace, and
andgrowth
growthrate.
rate.Teachers
Teachers
creative

range of artistic endeavors.

w w w. t a n a r a t a . n e t

Engaged.
Prepared.
Inspired.

In the short run, that means TiS graduates are prepared

Facilities comprise built-up space to house classrooms,

for success for higher-education programs. In the longer

art

run, that means our graduates embrace their lives with

laboratories, libraries, a multi-purpose hall and student

informed passion and earned self-confidence. They

center/cafeteria that overlooks a large pond. There is

make a mark on their world.

also a staff library / conference room with high-tech

The world is an increasingly complex and diverse place,
and our students need to understand it at a profound
level. Students must be able to navigate in a world of
many cultures and differing values. Students throughout
the class levels read literature and explore issues from
many differing viewpoints. We make certain that many
voices are heard. This results in a truly multicultural
perspective throughout the curriculum.

we

teach

children

in

music

rooms,

science

and

computer

audio/visual equipment in the administration building.
On the grounds, there are play fields for team sports
and court games – basketball, volleyball etc. The
on-campus swimming pool is sited next to the pond.
Educational Enrichment – Engaging, Preparing
and Inspiring
Inside and outside of the classroom, every student is an

Our students embrace learning and its challenges
because

and

developmentally

appropriate and emotionally sustaining ways. Only if
students feel secure, happy, and encouraged, can they
reach their highest potential — and the goal of our
teachers is to work with each child to do exactly that.

individual with unique talents and possibilities. At TiS,
students are encouraged to develop their potential in
academics, extra-curricular activities, elective courses,
student government and social events.
Outside the classroom is where young people often best
develop important life skills, such as leadership,

School Facilities - Engaging

character

and

teamwork.

In

addition,

through

At TiS, students and their teachers are equipped to

extra-curricular activities they gain an appreciation for

achieve the child’s goals with the provision of

the value of pursuits beyond the academic arena.

comprehensive educational facilities and resources. Our
school campus at the landscaped “Planters Grounds”

One student might choose sports. Another may be

engages

whole

drawn to drama. And some will value developing

development program. Located on five acres of serene

money management and investment skills. And still

green grounds bordering the Kajang toll-exit off the

others will gravitate to photography, technology, the

North-South Highway just outside of Kuala Lumpur (and

school newspaper or yearbook. Opportunities for such

in close proximity to airports, highways and other transit

extra-curricular participation are numerous, varied and

infrastructures), the campus is fully functional today, with

continually growing.

and

supports

the

TiS

child’s

the physical space to accommodate future growth.

School Facilities
Facilities comprise of built-up space to
house classrooms, art and music
rooms, science and computer
laboratories, libraries, a multi-purpose
hall, and student center/cafeteria that
overlooks a large pond.

Thank you for taking the effort to discover Tanarata - a meaningful and relevant
life-long opportunity for your child. We believe a stay in our campus will leave the
Tanaratian …
engaged, prepared & inspired.

for further information, or enrollment, kindly log on to
www.tanarata.net

Tanarata International Schools Sdn Bhd
TiS @ Planters Grounds, 3.5 mls Kajang-Serdang Road, 43000 Kajang, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel: +60 (03) 8737-7366

Fax: +60 (03) 8734-3848

Email: admin@tanarata.net

